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Introduction
In 16j/D2, the initial ranging for RS group is described only for the case where super-ordinate station of the
group is operated in centralized scheduling mode. This causes lots of overhead between MR-BS and the super
ordinate RS because MR-BS has to control all the operations within the network and there are many messages
sent to the MR-BS under this restriction. Therefore, we propose to reduce this overhead by allowing to operate
the super-ordinate RS in distributed scheduling mode similar to the non-transparent RS with the distributed
scheduler.

Description
In 16j/D2, MR-BS and RS behavior during contention based initial ranging is described in 6.3.10.3.1.1 for the
following cases:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

When an SS performs initial ranging in systems with transparent RSs attached to MR-BSs directly
When an SS performs initial ranging in systems with transparent RSs attached to superordinate
station as non-transparent RS with unique BSID operated in centralized scheduling mode
When an SS performs initial ranging in systems with non-transparent RSs using shared BSIDs with
other access stations
When an SS performs initial ranging in systems using non-transparent RSs with unique BSIDs and
centralized scheduling mode
When an SS performs initial ranging in systems using non-transparent RSs with unique BSIDs and
RSs operating in distributed scheduling mode

Cases (ii) and (iii) apply to the MR networks having more than two hops between the MR-BS and MSs/SSs and
the scheduling is centralized. However, it is clear that, in these two cases, centralized scheduling may have lots
of overhead due to feedback requirements, e.g., CQI, channel state feedback, adjustment parameters, and due to
the allocation of resources for transmitting the MAP information from MR-BS to the RS group members.
Having a centralized scheduler at the MR-BS will consume significant amount resources at the relay link
between the MR-BS and distributed mode RS. Therefore, it may be preferable to have a scheduler at the nontransparent RS which the transparent RSs (as in Case-ii) or the non-transparent RSs using the shared BSIDs (as
in Case-iii) are attached to. The scheduling function and its complexity for the distributed mode RS of this case
is similar to those of a non-transparent RS with distributed scheduling support and serving to non-transparent
RSs (with unique BSIDs) also operated in distributed scheduler mode. On the other hand, the distributed mode
RS for Cases (ii) and (iii) needs to prepare the MAP allocations also for its subordinate RSs’ access zones.
Whether or not the RS has such capability to perform distributed scheduling operations under this case can be
indicated in REQ-REQ/REG-RSP message using the MR MAC feature support TLV. Thus, if an RS has
capability, it can be configured as super-ordinate station to an RS group.
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Figure 1 The super-ordinate RS of the group is required to request bandwidth to relay MAC
messages between the MR-BS and RS.

Latency for Ranging via RS group - Distributed scheduler
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Figure 2 The system with distributed scheduler has lower latency and less overhead at the relay link
between the MR-BS and distributed mode RS.
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Proposed Text Changes
++++Begin Text Changes++++++++
[Modify 6.3.10.3.1.1 as follows]
6.3.10.3.1.1 MR-BS and RS behavior during contention-based initial ranging
[Insert the following text after line 18, page 108, as indicated:]
When an SS performs initial ranging in systems with transparent RSs attached to superordinate station as nontransparent RS with unique BSID operated in distributed scheduling mode, or when an SS performs initial
ranging in systems with non-transparent RSs using shared BSIDs with other access stations, then superordinate
station (MR-BS or non-transparent RS in centralized scheduling mode), and those non-transparent RSs with
shared BSIDs shall perform the same steps as transparent RSs with the following modifications:
— The non-transparent RS operated in distributed scheduling mode shall perform adjustments directly with
the SS with no interaction with the MR-BS. Instead of forwarding a MR_Code REP to the MR-BS, the
RS may decide on the most appropriate path and/or adjustments.
— When the non-transparent RS operated in distributed scheduling mode receives a ranging code
successfully, the communication between the RS and the MR-BS shall follow the procedures defined in
this section for initial ranging in systems using non-transparent RSs with unique BSIDs and RSs
operating in distributed scheduling mode, with the exception that, if the MAC messages are relayed
between the distributed mode RS and the MS/SS, this RS shall provide bandwidth allocations for
relaying the MAC messages between itself and the MSs/SS.

[Change the last row table in Subclause 11.7.8.10 as indicated]
Type
49

Length
3

Value
Bit #17-#23: Reserved
Bit #17: RS has
distributed scheduling
support and can function
as a supeordinate station
of the RS group
Bit #18-#23: Reserved

++++End Text Changes++++++++
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Scope
REG-REQ
REG-RSP

